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Bead Lubrication: Proper bead lubrication is critical to tire mounting.  The goal of using 
a bead lubricant is to temporarily reduce the friction between the rubber tire bead and the 
metal rim fl ange area of wheels.  Bead lubricant allows rubber to slide against the wheel 
as the mounting device and/or tool are used to defl ect the bead over the wheel fl ange area 
and down into the rim well until the complete tire bead is inside the rim fl ange area.  Also 
supplies the needed lubrication for fast concentric bead seating. 

REMA TIP TOP’s Universal Mounting Paste has proven to supply excellent lubrication 
needed when mounting tires to wheel assemblies.  This particular product will also provide:
➣  Superior “Tack”       
➣  Reduced tire/rim slippage
➣  TPMS compatibility
➣  No discolor/harm to alloy, steel or polished wheels
➣  Quick concentric bead seating  

Application Usage: Motorcycles, passenger vehicles,
trucks (off and on road) and agriculture/construction vehicles. 

Paste Lubricant Applicator:  Proper use of the correct lubricant 
applicator with “paste” style lubricates is required to ensure correct 
lubricity on the rubber tire bead and bead fl ange area of rims or wheels.  
The appropriate applicator when using a Mounting Paste product is a brush as 
pictured below.   The Paste Brush is designed to hold the paste in position permitting 
the technician the ability to spread easily and evenly the paste onto the rubber tire bead 
and adjoining metal surfaces.  Utilizing the Paste Brush will make certain that the correct 
amount of paste is applied with minimum to no waste.  The 1" Paste Brush is designed for 
the use with motorcycles, passenger vehicles and light trucks tires.  The 2" Paste Brush is 
for medium to larger tires like truck, agricultural and small OTR tire sizes.
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45° 1" brush head

73 Mounting paste brush

45° 1" brush head

73W Mounting paste brush

45° 2" brush head

73T Mounting paste brush


